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Abstract13

Small repeating earthquakes are thought to represent rupture of isolated asperities loaded by14

surrounding creep. The observed scaling between recurrence interval and seismic moment, Tr ∼15

M1/6, contrasts with expectation assuming constant stress drop and no aseismic slip (Tr ∼16

M1/3). Here we demonstrate that simple crack models of velocity-weakening asperities in a17

velocity-strengthening fault predict the M1/6 scaling; however, the mechanism depends on as-18

perity radius, R. For small asperities (R∞ < R < 2R∞, where R∞ is the nucleation ra-19

dius) numerical simulations with rate-state friction show interseismic creep penetrating inwards20

from the edge, earthquakes nucleate in the center and rupture the entire asperity. Creep pen-21

etration accounts for ∼ 25% of the slip budget, the nucleation phase takes up a larger frac-22

tion of slip. Stress drop increases with increasing R; the lack of self-similarity being due to23

the finite nucleation dimension.24

For 2R∞ < R . 6R∞ simulations exhibit simple cycles with ruptures nucleating from25

the edge. Asperities with R & 6R∞ exhibit complex cycles of partial and full ruptures. Here26

Tr is explained by an energy criterion: full rupture requires that the energy release rate ev-27

erywhere on the asperity at least equals the fracture energy, leading to the scaling Tr ∼M1/6.28

Remarkably, in spite of the variability in behavior with source dimension, the scaling of Tr29

with stress drop ∆τ , nucleation length and creep rate vpl is the same across all regimes: Tr ∼30

√
R∞∆τ5/6 M

1/6
0 /vpl. This supports the use of repeating earthquakes as creepmeters, and31

provides a physical interpretation for the scaling observed in nature.32

1 Plain language summary33

While most earthquake sequences have complex temporal patterns, some small earth-34

quakes are quite predictable: they repeat periodically. The time between consecutive events35

(recurrence interval) grows with earthquake size: as intuitive, it takes longer to accumulate the36

potential energy for large earthquakes. However, the scaling between the recurrence interval37

and earthquake energy (seismic moment) is not what simple physical considerations predict.38

It is often assumed that faults are locked between events and seismic slip must therefore keep39

up with long term plate motion. This leads to the scaling: Tr ∼M1/3
0 , but the observed scal-40

ing is Tr ∼M1/6
0 .41

In fact, faults are not fully locked between earthquakes: they can slip slowly, or release42

part of the energy in smaller quakes between the larger ones. Here we use numerical simu-43

lations, and ideas from fracture mechanics, to understand what controls the time between re-44
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peating quakes. The main results are: (1) analytical expressions of the recurrence interval as45

a function of earthquake size, predicting the observed scaling; (2) explanation of the differ-46

ences between the cycle of small and large earthquakes (fraction of slow slip, direction of rup-47

ture propagation, and the occurrence of smaller quakes between large ones) and the quanti-48

ties determining these transitions.49

2 Introduction50

Unlike large earthquakes, small quakes can be very predictable; periodic sequences of51

events with very similar waveforms have been detected in multiple locations worldwide. They52

are typically understood as the rupture of locked patches surrounded by aseismic creep load-53

ing them at a usually constant rate. An interesting observation is the scaling between their re-54

currence interval and seismic moment. Nadeau and Johnson [1998] observed that the recur-55

rence interval Tr and seismic moment M0 scale as T ∼M1/6
0 for small repeaters on the San56

Andreas fault, and subsequent studies confirmed this scaling in other areas [Chen et al., 2007].57

As outlined by Nadeau and Johnson [1998], standard scaling arguments predict that Tr ∼M1/3
0 .58

Assuming constant stress drop constrains seismic slip to be linear with rupture dimension (S ∼59

R); further assuming that the coseismic slip is equal to the slip deficit accumulated since the60

previous event (S = vplTr, where vpl is fault slip rate) results in a linear scaling between61

recurrence interval Tr and R. Since M0 ∼ ∆σR3 a constant stress drop ∆σ implies Tr ∼62

M
1/3
0 . Nadeau and Johnson [1998] explained the observed scaling by abandoning the constant63

stress drop assumption, inferring ∆σ ∼ M
−1/4
0 . To fit observations, very high stress drops64

(of the order of 103−104 MPa) are required for the smallest events. Alternatively, the scal-65

ing can be explained by assuming constant ∆σ but relaxing the assumption that S = vplTr,66

that is, by not assuming that the fault is entirely locked interseismically so that the coseismic67

slip is less than vplTr. This was suggested by Beeler et al. [2001], who adopted a strain-hardening68

rheology on a circular patch experiencing spatially uniform interseismic creep. According to69

their model, smaller asperities release a large fraction of slip aseismically, which can result70

in the observed scaling. Similar conclusions were reached by Chen and Lapusta [2009], who71

presented numerical simulations of seismic cycles on circular, velocity-weakening asperities72

surrounded by a velocity strengthening exterior. They found that smaller asperities experience73

a larger fraction of aseismic slip, as suggested by Beeler et al. [2001]. Alternatively, Sammis74

and Rice [2001] proposed a geometrical explanation: asperities at the transition between locked75

and creeping regions experience a stress field decaying with distance from the transition, which76
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under certain assumptions results in Tr ∼M1/6
0 . Because of the particular geometry, this may77

be less generally applicable than the aseismic slip interpretation.78

Here we seek a deeper understanding of the factors that control the recurrence interval

of earthquakes on circular asperities using fracture mechanics concepts, guided by numerical

simulations of faults obeying rate-state friction. Chen and Lapusta [2009] demonstrated that

numerical simulations of velocity weakening asperities embedded in a velocity strengthening

fault reproduce the Tr ∼ M
1/6
0 scaling. They attributed this observation to the occurrence

of creep, which is significant on asperities with a dimension close to the nucleation size. Here

we start from a similar set of numerical simulations and derive analytical expressions for the

recurrence interval. Our goal is twofold: first, by formulating the problem in terms of phys-

ical quantities such as stress drop and nucleation length, we develop a model which can be

applied to a different choice or parameters or even a potentially different frictional behavior.

Second, we explore the behavior of asperities much larger than the nucleation dimension, that

do not experience significant aseismic slip. In this regime, we provide a different physical ex-

planation for the observed scaling. The seismic moment of a circular crack of radius R with

uniform stress drop ∆σ is [Eshelby, 1957]

M0 =
16

7
∆σR3 (1)

For constant stress drop, the scaling Tr ∼ M
1/6
0 implies that Tr ∼ R1/2. Interestingly, this79

is analogous to the scaling derived by Werner and Rubin [2013] for antiplane faults, by con-80

sidering the balance between the energy release rate for a crack loaded by downdip creep and81

the fracture energy absorbed to propagate the crack through the full velocity weakening re-82

gion, and confirmed by Kato [2012a] for subduction zones. Here we demonstrate that, under83

certain assumptions, this energy argument applied to circular asperities leads to the analogous84

scaling for circular cracks. However, numerical simulations only exhibit this scaling above a85

critical radius (twice the nucleation radius R∞, defined below), and stress drop is not constant86

for asperities smaller than this dimension. We develop crack models to answer the following87

questions: (1) how long does it take for creep loading to nucleate a dynamic rupture? (2) once88

an event nucleates, under what conditions will it rupture the entire asperity? (3) how does stress89

drop vary with asperity dimension? We find that the answers to these questions depend on the90

asperity dimension R relative to R∞. This is perhaps not surprising, since this dimension con-91

trols the transition between aseismic and seismic slip; the occurrence of creep affects the strength92

of the asperity and hence rupture propagation. Furthermore, as R decreases towards R∞, the93

assumptions behind classical seismological models of circular ruptures break down: the rup-94
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ture cannot be assumed to start at a point expanding subsequently to seismic rupture veloc-95

ities. In this limit, the rupture is not self similar and the stress drop increases slightly with R.96

Combining these results, we obtain analytical estimates for the recurrence interval as a func-97

tion of asperity radius R, which predict a scaling close to that observed in nature. In summary,98

we show that Tr scales approximately with M1/6
0 over a range of asperity radii, and poten-99

tially also for R� R∞; however the underlying physics differs depending on asperity size.100

3 Numerical simulations101

In order to test the analytical results derived in the next section, we ran a set of simu-102

lations analogous to those presented by Chen and Lapusta [2009]: a circular velocity-weakening103

asperity on an otherwise velocity-strengthening planar fault. Here we use the quasi-dynamic104

rupture code FDRA [Segall and Bradley, 2012; Mavrommatis et al., 2017]. The agreement be-105

tween our simulation results and the fully dynamic models used by Chen and Lapusta [2009],106

and the success of our quasi-static derivations in reproducing the observed scaling, indicate107

that dynamic effects are not essential in determining the recurrence interval scaling.108

The frictional resistance on the fault τf is controlled by rate-state friction [Dieterich, 1978]:

τf (v, θ) = σ

[
f0 + a log

v

v0
+ b log

θv0

dc

]
, (2)

where σ is effective the normal stress; a, b and are constitutive parameters; dc is the rate-state

slip-weakening distance (a characteristic sliding length over which state θ evolves). v and v0

are the slip velocity and a reference slip velocity; f0 is the steady-state friction coefficient at

v = v0, and θ is a state-variable which here evolves according to the ageing law [Ruina, 1983]:

dθ

dt
= 1− θv

dc
, (3)

so that the steady-state strength at constant slip velocity v is given by

τss(v) = σ

[
f0 + (a− b) log

v

v0

]
. (4)

Chen [2012] ran simulations with another commonly used state evolution law (the slip law),109

and showed that the scaling between recurrence interval and moment (Tr ∼ M
1/6
0 ) is un-110

changed.111

Slip on the fault is controlled by the following equation of motion:

τel(x)− τf (x) =
µ

2cs
v(x), (5)
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where µ is the shear modulus and τel is the elastostatic shear stress due to loading from the112

boundary and quasi-static elastic interactions between fault elements computed through a Bound-113

ary Element Method (BEM) approach. The right hand side represents radiation damping, which114

accounts for the stress change due to radiation of plane S-waves [Rice, 1993], with cs the shear115

wave speed.116

Rate-state friction combined with elasticity leads to characteristic dimensions which con-

trol earthquake nucleation, and the transition between seismic and aseismic behavior. One such

dimension is

Lb =
µ′dc
σb

. (6)

where µ′ = µ for antiplane shear and µ/(1 − ν), with ν = Poisson’s ratio, for plane strain117

deformation. This length scale was first identified by Dieterich [1992] as the minimum nu-118

cleation length, although subsequent studies obtained different estimates [Rubin and Ampuero,119

2005, and references therein]. For nominal calculations we set µ = 30 GPa, ν = 0.25, dc =120

0.1 mm, b = 0.02 and a−b = ±0.005 for the velocity strengthening and weakening region121

respectively, resulting in Lb = 4 m antiplane shear), but later vary a/b. We tested asperity122

radii R such that R/Lb is between 6 and 100. The system is driven by imposed velocity v =123

vpl (10−9 m/s) outside the domain, which has a size of 6R in each direction. As long as the124

domain boundaries are sufficiently far, the domain size has little influence of the simulation125

results: we tested sizes between 6R and 100R and found a variation of less than 1% in re-126

currence interval. We define earthquakes as the period during which the slip velocity at any127

point exceeds the threshold velocity vdyn = 2aσcs/µ
′ (here 0.14 m/s) at which point the in-128

ertial term in Eq. 5 becomes significant [Rubin and Ampuero, 2005].129

The rupture behavior as a function or R is described in detail in Chen and Lapusta [2009];130

here we summarize the main results. The smallest faults (R ≤ 12.5Lb) are entirely aseismic.131

However, they also exhibit cycles: most slip takes place during short episodes of slip at a rate132

higher than loading rate (e.g. v ∼ 103 vpl for the smallest fault, R = 6Lb), and are nearly133

locked between such events. Intermediate size asperities (15.7Lb ≤ R ≤ 20.5Lb) exhibit134

cycles of seismic ruptures nucleating at the center of the asperity (Fig. 1). After each rupture,135

a creep front propagates inwards from the edge, and the next rupture occurs when the front136

reaches the center. For larger asperities (R ≥ 25Lb) ruptures nucleate from the side, when137

the creep front has only partially penetrated the asperity. There are always one or more tran-138

sient aseismic slip events in each cycle before reaching seismic velocities (Fig. 2). For R '139

22Lb, central and lateral ruptures alternate. Finally, we note that on the largest asperity tested140
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(R = 100Lb) some seismic ruptures arrest before covering the entire asperity; we denote these141

as partial ruptures. We further explore the partial ruptures regime by choosing rate-state pa-142

rameters such that similar behavior can be reproduced with lower computational costs. As ex-143

pected, our simulations result in the Tr ∼M1/6
0 scaling observed by Chen and Lapusta [2009]144

(Fig. 3), across all the regimes of seismic ruptures described above. However, Fig. 4 shows145

that the scaling between Tr and R varies with asperity radius. For seismic ruptures nucleat-146

ing at the center, Tr ∼ R; whereas on asperities with lateral ruptures Tr ∼ R1/2 (consis-147

tent with Tr ∼M1/6
0 scaling and constant stress drop). Aseismic events have shorter Tr com-148

pared to seismic central ruptures. In the following sections, we develop crack models to un-149

derstand the scaling of Tr with R (section 5.1) and the variation of stress drop with asperity150

dimension (section 6).151

4 Estimating Tr(R) from crack models152

We estimate the recurrence interval by treating aseismic and seismic slip on the asper-

ity as cracks, and determine their propagation or arrest based on energy balance concepts [e.g.

Griffith, 1921; Freund, 1990]. This approach is analogous to the estimation of the critical nu-

cleation length by Rubin and Ampuero [2005] and to the estimation or recurrence interval on

vertical antiplane faults by Werner and Rubin [2013]. As shown by Irwin [1957], these energy

criteria can be expressed in terms of stress intensity factors (SIF). We consider the following

contributions to the SIF, K: (1) Kl, the stress intensity factor of a stress-free crack subject to

external loading (creeping surrounding the asperity); (2) K∆τ the stress intensity factor due

to changes in stress within the crack due to the variation in strength with slip velocity. A crack

can grow if the total stress intensity factor is at least equal to the toughness Kc:

Kl +K∆τ ≥ Kc, (7)

where Kc is related to the fracture energy Gc by

Kc =
√

2µ′Gc (8)

following the convention of Tada et al. [2000]. We use this framework to model two phases153

of slip on the fault: the interseismic inward propagation of the creep front, and the propaga-154

tion or arrest of a seismic rupture. Eq. 7 takes on two limiting cases: considering inward growth155

of the creeping zone, the slip speed immediately behind the crack tip is small (e.g. close to156

plate rate), thus the fracture energy, and hence Kc, is small, and Kl ' −K∆τ . On the other157

hand, considering the energy balance during a full seismic cycle, the total stress change ∆τ =158
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0 and Eq. 7 becomes Kl = Kc (this is the argument introduced by Werner and Rubin [2013]159

to estimate Tr for vertical antiplane faults). As shown in the following section, these processes160

define two timescales: the time required for nucleation (Tnucl), and the time when a rupture161

can propagate over the full asperity (Tfull).162

5 Creep front propagation163

5.1 Small asperities (central ruptures)164

First we consider asperities small enough that the creep front reaches the center. Fig. 5(a,b)

shows the propagation of the creep front for asperities of different sizes: Fig. 5b shows that

the lines collapse to the same curve when both position and distance are normalized by a fac-

tor proportional to R. In appendix A, we estimate the equation of motion for the creep front

by numerically solving Eq. 7 for an annular crack, with stress change given by the increase

from a residual steady-state stress at coseismic slip speed τss(vco) to steady-state friction at

the fault slip-rate τss(vpl), that is ∆τ = τss(vpl) − τss(vco), see Fig. 5(c). The black and

dotted lines in Fig. 5(b) are the expected position of the front, with and without the contri-

bution from fracture energy. Overall this model explains the creeping front propagation rea-

sonably well, with a few differences: (1) early in the cycle, the creeping front propagates faster

than expected, due to afterslip in the velocity strengthening region loading the fault faster than

plate velocity; (2) towards the end of the cycle, the crack slips faster than expected, due to stress-

ing from the opposing creep front, while our model assumes creep at v = vpl. In appendix A

we find that, neglecting fracture energy, the time required for creep to reach the center and nu-

cleate a rupture is

Tnucl(R) =
4∆τR

πµ′vpl
≡ R/ṙc. (9)

where we introduced the characteristic speed for the creep front propagation ṙc = πµ′vpl/4∆τ .

The numerical solution is close to the following expression (derived in appendix A):

a(t) = R
√

1− tṙc/R (10)

where a is the distance of the crack from the center; eq. 10 is shown by the dashed red line165

in Fig. 5b. As the crack approaches the center, its propagation speed and slip velocity increase166

and eventually the latter reaches vdyn. For the smallest asperities simulated, we see a brief elas-167

todynamic event that decays as it expands outward before reaching the edge of the asperity168

(Fig. 1a, 7); these short rupture events are followed by a crack-like rupture expanding to the169

edge of the asperity. Since the moment of the second event is 1 to 2 orders of magnitude larger170
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than the initial acceleration (as can be seen from the slip profiles in Fig. 1) we consider the171

second event to be the repeating earthquake. This earthquake is well described as a constant172

stress drop crack propagating into the creeping region, where the stress is nearly uniform and173

equal to the steady state strength at vpl, i.e., τss(vpl). The stress intensity factor of an ellip-174

tical crack in a uniform stress field is an increasing function of its size [e.g. Madariaga, 1977].175

Therefore, once nucleated the ruptures tend to accelerate and expand until they reach the edge176

of the asperity. As seen in the simulations, all accelerating events on faults nucleating from177

the center result in full ruptures, or they are followed by a full rupture within a short time in-178

terval (3-8 orders of magnitude shorter than the cycle duration, as seen in Fig. 1), so that in179

this regime the recurrence interval is determined by Tnucl. The linear trend in Tr vs. R (Fig-180

ures 4 and 6) is in agreement with eq. 9. For even smaller (aseismic) asperities, we expect a181

similar behavior, with vco replaced by the slip speed during slow events. This speed, and hence182

∆τ , decreases for smaller asperities, which explains why aseismic faults (R/Lb < 12.5) have183

shorter Tr than expected from eq. 9 calculated with ∆τ = τss(vpl) − τss(vco) for seismic184

slip speeds (Fig. 4).185

We test the dependence of this scaling on rate-state parameters by running simulations186

with the same ratio R/R∞ (where R∞ is the nucleation radius, defined in eq. 12), fixed b and187

variable a/b (Fig. 7). We observe essentially the same behavior, and the scaling predicted by188

eq. 9 for a/b between 0.3 and 0.75. Larger a/b (0.85) gives rise to both “standard” ruptures189

(constant stress drop cracks), and elastodynamic events decaying as they expand, followed by190

slow crack-like ruptures. This pattern results in a period-2 cycle, with the duration of each sub-191

cycle consistent with eq. 9, as discussed below.192

We note that eq. 9 has the same form as the recurrence interval estimated assuming a193

constant stress drop circular crack releasing an average slip vplTr = (16/7)∆τR/µ′, but it194

is a factor of 7/4 larger. This is consistent with the fact that a fraction of the nominal slip deficit195

vplTr is released by interseismic creep. There is also a conceptual difference between eq. 9196

and the classical argument. The latter is based on assumptions about the rupture occurring at197

the end of a cycle: it causes a stress drop ∆τ and average slip vplTr. In contrast, in our deriva-198

tion these quantities are related to the interseismic phase: vplTr is the slip accumulated in the199

velocity strengthening region during a cycle, and not necessarily equal to the coseismic slip;200

and ∆τ is the stress increase between the end of the previous earthquake and steady-state creep201

at the loading rate (equal to the stress drop of the previous event). While for period-1 cycles202

these are equivalent (since all events have the same ∆τ ), the period-2 cycle for a/b = 0.85203
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gives us the opportunity to test these two hypotheses. Every other event is a slow earthquake204

and has lower stress drop. According to the classical argument, the longer recurrence inter-205

vals are expected to be followed by larger events (size predictable); while according to our ar-206

gument, larger quakes should precede the longer recurrence interval, because the large stress207

drop will slow down subsequent creep propagation (time predictable). As shown in Fig. 7, the208

slow creep events are followed by shorter cycles, consistent with eq. 9; these cycles are about209

1.4-1.6 times shorter than the cycles following standard ruptures. The predicted ratio of re-210

currence times with ∆τ ∼ log(vco/vpl), and vco equal to 1 mm/s and 0.1 m/s for slow and211

fast ruptures is 1.3.212

5.2 Onset of lateral ruptures213

As predicted by a linear stability analysis [Ruina, 1983], a creeping crack with velocity-214

weakening friction becomes unstable above a critical dimension (nucleation size), so that lat-215

eral ruptures occur on asperities with a radius exceeding some size. Rubin and Ampuero [2005]216

estimated a critical dimension for 1D cracks and ageing law friction by treating the rupture217

as a constant stress drop crack with a stress intensity factor equal to the toughness determined218

from rate-state friction. Assuming steady state friction at seismic slip speeds immediately be-219

hind the crack tip, they estimate the maximum half-length for stable propagation to be:220

L∞ =
1

π

(
b

b− a

)2

Lb (11)

For a 2-D crack, we can assume that the rupture starts as a circular, penny-shaped crack within

the creeping region of the asperity. For this geometry, we have K∆τ,p = (2/π) K∆τ,1D, where

the subscripts p (penny) and 1D refer to the crack shape shape. The critical radius in 3 di-

mensions is thus:

R∞ =
π

4

(
b

b− a

)2

Lb (12)

As in the analysis of [Rubin and Ampuero, 2005], this is an upper limit for the nucle-221

ation dimension, valid at large slip velocities (e.g. v � vpl). Since instabilities start within222

the creeping annulus in the velocity weakening region (Fig. 2), instabilities can occur when223

the creep front has penetrated a distance Lpen = 2R∞. With the parameters used in our nu-224

merical simulations, Lpen ∼ 25Lb = 100 m. If R = 2R∞ seismic rupture is expected to225

start at the center of the asperity, such that this length marks the transition between central and226
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lateral ruptures, which in our simulations occurs at R ' 22Lb = 88 m, close to the 25Lb227

estimate.228

At R < R∞ = 12.5Lb, a constant stress drop crack expanding from the center en-229

counters the edge of the asperity before reaching vdyn. The slip accelerations observed as the230

creep front reaches the center (discussed in section 5.1) have a different geometry and non-231

uniform stress drop, and might in principle reach vdyn even on asperities with R < R∞; while232

this does not occur in our simulations, Chen and Lapusta [2009] found small events reaching233

seismic velocities at R = 0.93R∞. In our simulations, we find that the transition between234

aseismic and seismic slip occurs slightly above R∞ = 12.5 Lb (between R = 12.5 Lb and235

15.7 Lb, Fig. 6).236

To estimate the time to nucleation since the last rupture, we make use of the equation237

of motion of the creep front derived in appendix A. Setting a(t) = R−2R∞ in eq. 10, and238

combining this result with eq. 9, we obtain the nucleation time:239

Tnucl =

 R/ṙc R < 2R∞

4R∞ (1−R∞/R) /ṙc R ≥ 2R∞

(13)

This is shown by the blue line in Fig. 6, which provides a close fit to the simulated re-240

currence times. For R � R∞, Tnucl = 4R∞/ṙc: the time to nucleation becomes indepen-241

dent of R. This is not surprising since this is approaching the 2D limit, when the creep front242

propagation is independent of R. However, it would be unphysical for the recurrence inter-243

val for full ruptures to be constant above a certain source radius. To understand earthquake244

cycles for R ≥ 2R∞, we need to consider the conditions that determine rupture evolution245

and arrest, discussed in the following section.246

5.3 Rupture propagation and arrest forR ≥ 2R∞247

Ruptures nucleating laterally have to propagate through the locked part of the asperity

(r < R−2R∞). As they propagate towards the center, they encounter lower stresses (since

the stress imparted by creep decreases with distance from the asperity edge: eq. A.5, fig. B.2).

Therefore, ruptures may arrest within the locked region and not evolve into full ruptures [as

previously observed by e.g. Rice, 1993; Lapusta, 2003; Wu and Chen, 2014]; the recurrence

interval, taken as the time between full ruptures, will be longer than Tnucl. We estimate the

time between full ruptures by requiring that the minimum value of the SIF during rupture prop-

agation balance Kc (the toughness associated with a crack slipping at coseismic speeds; e.g. Werner
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and Rubin [2013]). In appendix B we show that in this case Eq. 7 reduces to

K∗l = Kc (14)

where K∗l is the minimum value of the SIF during propagation for a crack loaded by creep

since the previous rupture. While an exact calculation of K∗l requires knowing the shape of

the crack as it evolves, dimensional arguments in appendix B lead to:

K∗l =
µ′vpl t√

R
φ, (15)

where φ is a non-dimensional factor related to the shape of the rupture and its position within

the asperity.The minimum time for full ruptures is therefore :

Tfull =
Kc

φ

√
R

µ′vpl
. (16)

Assuming that the recurrence interval is close to Tfull, we expect the scaling Tr ∼
√
R. This248

estimate of Tfull ignores the influence of stress perturbations due to prior partial ruptures, which249

can be significant, and is therefore approximate. In order to estimate plausible values of Tfull,250

in Appendix B we calculate φ numerically for a simplified rupture history, which gives φ =251

0.76. We point out that this value, and hence the minimum radius at which partial ruptures252

occur, is an order of magnitude estimate, since it greatly simplifies the shape and evolution253

of seismic ruptures: we discuss this issue in more detail below.254

We calculate Kc in Appendix B, following Rubin and Ampuero [2005]:

Kc =
√
µ′dcbσ log

(
vcoθi
dc

)
(17)

where θi is the state variable just outside the crack tip. Due to healing, this increases with time255

since the previous rupture. For the range of recurrence intervals considered, this has an effect256

of less then 10% on Kc, and for simplicity we set θi = 1 year.257

Partial ruptures can occur when Tnucl < Tfull. Setting the second of eq. 13 equal to

eq. 16, with ∆τ = τss(vpl)− τss(vco) = (b− a)σ log (vco/vpl), and making use of the ex-

pression for fracture energy for the ageing law (eq. A.14), the critical radius for partial rup-

tures is the solution of √
R∞
R

(
1− R∞

R

)
=

√
π

8 φ

log (vcoθi/dc)

log (vco/vpl)
(18)

which, for the values of φ and θi used above, is satisfied by R = 4.2R∞. We note that eq.18258

is a function of the ratio R/R∞ and numerical constants, with only a weak dependence on259

the state variable and slip velocities. The dependence on stress drop and fracture energy (or,260
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equivalently, rate-state parameters and σ) are included in the definition of R∞. As for the pre-261

vious transitions in rupture style, the ratio R/R∞ defines the onset of partial ruptures. In the262

simulations, we find that the transition occurs between R = 6R∞ and R = 8R∞. This dif-263

ference is most likely due to the approximations involved in estimating φ, as discussed below.264

5.4 Ruptures in theR � R∞ regime265

To test the criterion for full ruptures expressed by eq. 16, we ran simulations with dif-266

ferent parameters in the velocity weakening region (b − a = 0.01, 0.016), shown in Fig. 8.267

These values are chosen to cover a wide range of asperity dimensions R, while remaining in268

the large R/R∞ regime, and maintaining computational feasibility. The line defining Tfull269

estimated above (eq. 16) separates most partial ruptures from full ruptures, as expected; but270

there are some exceptions. In some cases (mostly at R/R∞ = 8, and a single event for R/R∞ =271

10), we observe convex ruptures starting with a “horse shoe” shape, which first propagate along272

the creeping annulus and then cover the center (triangles in Fig. 8). Not surprisingly, the min-273

imum time for full ruptures with φ estimated in Appendix B assuming an elliptical rupture (dot-274

ted line) fails to capture events with such a different rupture style. The disappearance of these275

events at larger R/R∞ is probably due to this mode of propagation being determined by the276

creeping annulus, which becomes increasingly less significant (as a fraction of the asperity)277

as R/R∞ →∞. Since all simulations have the same value of b (and hence fracture energy278

and Kc), we expect the recurrence interval to follow the scaling
√
R. On the other hand, the279

scaling derived from the classical argument assuming slip to be proportional to vplTr predicts280

Tr ∼ R∆τ ∼ R(b−a) (both scalings are shown graphically in Fig. 8). In spite of the scat-281

ter in recurrence intervals, the plot suggests that simulations are better explained by the Kl ≥282

Kc argument. While we chose small a/b values for computational reasons, we note that larger283

values of a/b (∼ 0.9) are favored by laboratory experiments [Blanpied et al., 1998]. For small284

asperities, we observe more complex slip histories for large a/b, and in particular a/b = 0.85285

(fig. 7), in agreement with previous studies[Rubin and Ampuero, 2005; Noda and Hori, 2014];286

it is plausible that larger values of a/b would result in different behavior at large R/R∞.287

In summary, we expect the recurrence interval to scale as Tr = Tnucl ∼ R on small288

asperities (R < 2R∞), and approximately as Tr = Tfull ∼
√
R on larger asperities (R &289

4.2R∞), and with an intermediate exponent between the two (when Tr ∼ Tnucl, but Tnucl290

scales sub-linearly with R). This is in broad agreement with numerical simulations (Fig. 6).291
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6 Stress drops and scaling between Tr andM0292

Crack models allow us to derive scaling relations between recurrence interval and source293

dimension. To understand the scaling with seismic moment (M0 ∼ µ∆τR3), we need to con-294

sider how stress drops scale with source radius. Fig. 9b shows how the seismic moment scales295

with R in the simulations, obtained from eq.1 with M0 given by integrating slip over the area296

during time steps with v ≥ vdyn anywhere on the asperity. For the 5 smallest faults, an in-297

crease in stress drop with fault dimension is visible: this is due to a fraction of the seismic298

moment being released during the nucleation phase. Slip profiles during the seismic phase are299

well approximated by an elliptical crack with constant stress drop until the crack reaches the300

edge of the asperity, and by a circular, penny-shaped crack at the end of the earthquake. This301

is consistent with a constant and spatially uniform stress drop during rupture growth, and the302

same stress drop for earthquakes of different size as shown in Fig. 9. However, fig. 9a shows303

that some of the slip is accumulated aseismically and thus does not contribute to the coseis-304

mic moment, defined as the moment released when v ≥ vdyn.305

As the crack expands, the slip velocity increases. The crack starts slipping at seismic

velocities once it reaches a finite size (R∞). We can then calculate the moment released dur-

ing the nucleation phase from the moment of a penny-shaped crack of radius R∞. The co-

seismic moment is then given by

M0 = M0tot −Maseis =
16

7
∆τ
(
R3 −R3

∞
)

(19)

where the first term is the total moment released from the beginning of nucleation phase to306

the end of the earthquake. The ratio between seismic and total moment is 1−(R∞/R)
3 and307

it quickly approaches 1 (for example, almost 90% of the moment is released coseismically for308

R = 2R∞, which corresponds to the transition between central and lateral ruptures). This309

indicates that the variation in stress drops is only expected to occur over a limited range of310

fault dimensions.311

From the simulations, we find that crack reaches v = vdyn when the semi-major and312

minor axes reach 55 m, 42 m respectively, in the inplane and antiplane directions, close to our313

estimate of R∞ (50 m). As expected, this dimension is approximately independent of asper-314

ity dimension R (Fig. 9a). We estimate the total moment M0tot directly from the slip profile:315

M0tot = µπSR2/2, where S is the slip at the center of the asperity. We find that the scal-316

ing of M0tot from the simulations is consistent with self-similarity, as expected from the fact317

that the slip profiles in Fig. 9(a) have roughly the same shape. Furthermore, the scaling of M0318
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with R is in agreement with eq. 19. For the smallest fault (R ∼ 1.3R∞), the stress drop es-319

timated from M0 is about 50% smaller than the stress drop estimated from M0tot.320

Finally, we are in a position to combine the scaling of seismic moment with R and the321

dependence of Tfull and Tnucl (eq. 16 and 13). This is shown in Fig. 10. While some slight322

variations in the exponent are seen, we find that in the range R∞ < R . 4.2R∞, the pre-323

dicted trend is close to Tr ∼ M
1/6
0 . For R & 4.3R∞, we expect Tr ∼ M

1/6
0 scaling from324

constant stress drop and Tfull ∼
√
R. This is the central result of the paper.325

6.1 Coseismic and interseismic slip budget326

Figs. 11 and 12 show the contribution of seismic and aseismic slip on asperities with327

different R/R∞. Aseismic stress release occurs in various phases of the seismic cycle: (1) dur-328

ing the interseismic period, as creep fronts propagate inwards and parts of the asperities slip329

at a speed of the order of vpl; (2) during aseismic slip episodes such as those shown in Fig. 2;330

(3) during the acceleration and deceleration phase of an earthquake. The fraction of aseismic331

slip in phase (3) depends on the definition of “coseismic” slip velocity. The condition that the332

long-term slip rate on the asperity matches the loading rate can be expressed as follows:333

Stot = vplTr = Sseis + Screep + Snucl + Spost (20)

In Appendix C we derive analytical expressions for Screep and Snucl as a function of

R/R∞. The derivation of Snucl is essentially equivalent to eq. 19, and it is based on the ob-

servation that slip shown by the dotted elliptical profiles in Fig. 9 accumulates between the

time when the creep front reaches the center and the onset of the seismic phase (blue and yel-

low lines in the slip profiles in Fig. 1); on the other hand, Screep approximates the slip due

to creeping at v ∼ vpl (black lines in Fig. 1). Simulations do not exhibit significant postseis-

mic slip within the velocity weakening asperity (Figs. 11, 12), consistent with results from

spring slider simulations [Rubin and Ampuero, 2005; Segall, 2010]. We therefore neglect this

process as well as the contribution of transient aseismic slip episodes and partial ruptures for

R & 4.3R∞. Because of the latter assumption, these results are strictly valid only for R .

4.3R∞. Fig. 13a shows predicted Stot, Screep and Snucl as a function of R/R∞. As expected,

Stot has the same trend as Tr (Fig. 6). The slip from interseismic creep is also proportional

to Tnucl for R < 2R∞ (asperities on which the creep front reaches the center); in Appendix

C we show that Screep/Stot = 0.25. For larger values of R, interseismic creep is confined
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to part of the asperity r > R−2R∞, and its contribution decreases with R. Finally, the frac-

tion of slip during the nucleation phase decreases monotonically with R. Combining these re-

sults we estimate the ratio of seismic to total slip as

Sseis
Stot

= 1− Sas
Stot

= 1− Screep + Snucl
Stot

(21)

shown in Fig. 13b. The ratio of seismic to aseismic slip derived from simple crack models pro-334

vides a reasonable fit to the trend the simulations.335

7 Discussion336

Based on energy balance arguments, and the scaling of stress intensity factors with as-337

perity dimension, we identified the following regimes:338

• R < R∞: asperities are aseismic.339

• R∞ < R < 2 R∞, creep completely erodes the asperity and seismic rupture nucle-340

ate from the center. The recurrence interval scales as Tr ∼ R. Stress drops increase341

weakly with R.342

• 2 R∞ < R . 4.3 R∞: creep partially erodes the asperity before ruptures nucleate.343

When this occurs, the elastic energy accumulated from creep is sufficient for the rup-344

ture to propagate across the entire locked region, so that every nucleation results in a345

full rupture. The recurrence interval scales with Tr ∼
√
R.346

• R & 4.3 R∞: the energy required for a rupture to propagate through the locked re-347

gion exceeds the energy required for nucleation, and partial ruptures occur. The recur-348

rence interval of full ruptures is expected to scale as Tr ∼
√
R.349

These results are broadly in agreement with Chen and Lapusta [2009], who found sim-350

ilar transition when increasing R with constant rate-state parameters, and Kato [2014]. It is351

important to note that the transitions depend on the ratio R/R∞, and not on the earthquake352

moment: the x-axis in Fig. 3 and 10 would take different values for different rate-state param-353

eters or normal stress. The onset of partial ruptures at a sufficiently large value of R/R∞ is354

essentially based on a comparison between the nucleation length and the overall asperity di-355

mension. The fracture energy argument leading to Rnucl = R∞, proposed by Rubin and Am-356

puero [2005] and confirmed for circular asperities by Noda and Hori [2014], only applies for357

sufficiently large values of a/b (> 0.37). For smaller a/b, nucleation occurs on a length scale358

of ∼ 1.7Lb [Dieterich, 1992; Noda and Hori, 2014]: therefore in this case we expect all tran-359
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sitions to occur at values of R/R∞ different from those predicted here. For example, this is360

consistent with the observation that R/R∞ = 8 produces partial ruptures with a/b = 0.5,361

0.75, but not with a/b = 0.2 (Fig. 8). For a/b = 0.2, the nucleation radius (Rnucl = 1.7Lb)362

is larger than R∞ by a factor of 1.4; the ratio of asperity radius to nucleation radius is there-363

fore lower (R/Rnucl = 5.7). As expected, this asperity exhibits a behavior similar to the one364

with a/b = 0.75 and R/R∞ = 6 (the second largest asperity in Fig. 6), which does not365

have partial ruptures. But since such low values of a/b are not supported by lab experiments [e.g.366

Blanpied et al., 1998], in realistic cases we expect the ratio R/R∞ to determine rupture be-367

havior.368

Interestingly, we find that the scaling between seismic moment and recurrence interval369

arises from different physical reasons depending on R. For small asperities, the recurrence in-370

terval scales linearly with dimension; in this range of R, it is the increase of ∆σ with R that371

gives rise to Tr ∼ M
1/6
0 scaling. The non-constant stress drop as R approaches the nucle-372

ation length is not surprising: crack models which predict constant ∆τ assume a point source373

at t = 0, while the existence of a finite nucleation dimension breaks self-similarity as R ap-374

proaches R∞. For asperities with R > 2 R∞, on the other hand, the relationship between375

Tr and M0 is dominated by the Tr ∼
√
R scaling, which originates from the dependence376

of the stress intensity factor on asperity dimension. In other words, we recover the observed377

scaling by considering seismic ruptures as releasing accumulated elastic energy rather than stress.378

A simplification in our crack models is the neglect of inertia when balancing the stress379

intensity factor and fracture toughness. While this assumption is valid for modeling creep prop-380

agation (and hence Tnucl), when applied to seismic ruptures it may lead to an underestima-381

tion of Tfull. An assumption behind our analysis is that the distribution of M0 is dominated382

by variations in asperity dimension R, while spatial variations in physical properties play a383

secondary role. In reality, frictional parameters and normal stress are not necessarily uniform,384

and R∞ can vary spatially. Assuming that such variations are independent of scale, this will385

generate scatter around the trend modeled here (since we found Tr ∼ M
1/6
0 across a wide386

range of R/R∞) but not affect the trend itself; since the results derived here imply that each387

“family” of asperities with given physical properties would fall on a Tr ∼ M
1/6
0 line with388

a different proportionality constant. Additional heterogeneity with each asperity, due to fault389

roughness or variations in frictional and elastic properties, will also lead to more scatter in source390

properties and scaling. With this caveats in mind, below we discuss possible seismological ob-391

servations predicted by our models.392
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7.1 Relating observed recurrence intervals to ∆τ andR∞393

The analytical expressions for Tnucl, Tfull and M0 (eq. 13, 16, 19; Fig. 10) allow us

to estimate fault properties from the relationship between seismic moment and recurrence in-

terval observed in nature. Nadeau and Johnson [1998] observed the relationship

log10(Tr) = 0.17 log10(M0) + 6.0 (22)

with Tr is the recurrence interval in seconds and M0 the seismic moment in Nm. Chen et al.394

[2007] found that the same expression applies to repeating sequences in Taiwan and Japan,395

after rescaling the recurrence interval by the background creep rates in each location.396

In the regime R ≥ 4.3 R∞, we obtain this scaling from M0 and Tfull (eqs. 1 and 16):

the constant of proportionality between Tr and M1/6
0 is a function of fracture toughness Kc.

On the other hand, for R < 4.3 the recurrence interval Tnucl as a function of M0 is given

by eq. 13 and 19, which are functions of stress drop and nucleation length. We can reconcile

the two by noting the relationship between Kc (eq. 17), R∞ (eq. 12), and ∆τ = τss(vpl)−

τss(vco), with τss from eq. 4:

Kc

∆τ
=

√
dcbσµ′ log (vcoθi/dc)

(b− a)σ log (vco/vpl)
≈ 1.3

√
dcbσµ′

(b− a)σ
= 2.6

√
R∞/π (23)

where we estimated the logarithmic terms as in section 5.3. Combining this expression with397

eq. 16 and taking the ratio between Tfull and M1/6
0 (with eq. 1 relating M0 to R), we get398

Tfull

M
1/6
0

=
2.6(7/16)1/6

√
R∞/π ∆τ5/6

φµ′vpl
≈ 1.6

√
R∞∆τ5/6

µ′vpl.
(24)

where we used φ = 0.76, as before.399

For R < 4.3 R∞, the scaling is given by Tnucl(R) and M0(R) (eq. 13 and 19). Fig. 10

shows that these expression yield a scaling close to Tr ∼ M
1/6
0 , but with some slight vari-

ations. To facilitate comparison with eq. 22, we take the ratio between Tr and M1/6
0 :

Tnucl

M
1/6
0

=

√
R∞

ṙc∆τ1/6
f(R/R∞) (25)

with400

f(x) =


(

7

16

)1/6
x

(x3 − 1)1/6
R < 2R∞(

7

16

)1/6
4(1− 1/x)

(x3 − 1)1/6
R ≥ 2R∞.

(26)

The function f(R/R∞) quantifies the variations of Tnucl around a line of constant M1/6
0 (see

Fig. 10). It is singular at R = R∞ (since the stress drop, and seismic moment, tend to 0);
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for R/R∞ between 1.1 and 4.3, it ranges between 1.1 and 1.35, with an average value of 1.28.

Therefore we take f(R/R∞) ≈ 1.3 and recalling that ṙc = πµ′vpl/4∆τ , we can write

Tnucl

M
1/6
0

≈ 1.6
√
R∞∆τ5/6

µ′vpl
(27)

Note that eq. 27 and 24 are the same, as expected from visual comparison of Tnucl (for R <

4.3 R∞) and Tfull in fig. 10. We are now in a position to relate the theoretical scalings with

the observations. Setting eq. 27 equal to eq. 22, we find the constant of proportionality be-

tween M1/6
0 and Tr:

Tr

M
1/6
0

=
1.6
√
R∞∆τ5/6

µ′vpl
≈ 106 (28)

Chen and Lapusta [2009] found that numerical simulations with vpl = 23mm/yr (the401

creep rate inferred by Nadeau and Johnson [1998] at Parkfield) produced shorter recurrence402

intervals than observed, and suggested that the long term creep rate must be lower (4.5mm/yr).403

Eq. 28 shows that the recurrence rate is determined by the creep rate, the nucleation length404

and the stress drop. Combinations of these quantities which can explain the observed scaling405

are shown in Fig. 14: each line indicates the background creep velocity required to explain406

the observed recurrence interval, as a function of ∆τ and for a given value of R∞. In spite407

of the approximations in eq. 28, we recover the result from the numerical simulations by Chen408

and Lapusta [2009]: their value of stress drop and R∞ (∼ 4 MPa and ∼ 83 m respectively)409

require vpl = 4.5 mm/yr to explain the observed recurrence interval. They also noted that410

increasing dc results in a longer recurrence interval, as can be seen in Fig. 14; however, the411

nucleation length in this case becomes too large to explain the small magnitudes found at Park-412

field (several events close to Mw ∼ 0, Nadeau and Johnson [1998]).413

It is plausible that local the creep rate near the repeaters may be lower or higher than414

23 mm/yr: as Nadeau and Johnson [1998] note, the geodetic inversion by Harris and Segall415

[1987], on which this value is based, shows variations between 4 mm/yr and 35 mm/yr near416

the repeater sequences. However, Chen et al. [2007] noted that sequences of repeating events417

in Taiwan and Japan follow the same scaling after renormalizing the recurrence interval by418

inferred creep rate in each region, and this implies that the creep rate would have been over-419

estimated by the same factor in these locations. In alternative, a nucleation length of 10−100420

m and a creep rate of about 23 mm/yr can explain the observed Tr if stress drops are between421

30−100 MPa, somewhat on the higher end of seismological values estimated for Parkfield422

repeaters [Abercrombie, 2014; Imanishi and Ellsworth, 2006] and in Japan [Uchida et al., 2007],423

shown in Fig. 14. A smaller nucleation length (∼ 1 m) may be more realistic considering that424
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even smaller events have been observed at Parkfield (Mw . −0.5, e.g. Nadeau and John-425

son [1998]; W. Ellsworth, private communication, 2018); this requires either very high stress426

drops (∼ 400 MPa for vpl = 23 mm/yr), or a much lower creep rate or shear modulus; or427

a combination of the these. The large uncertainties in estimated stress drops [see for exam-428

ple Kaneko and Shearer, 2014, and section 7.2] and in the local creep rate make it challeng-429

ing to determine which of these factors is dominant. Based on the available stress drops mea-430

surements, our preferred interpretation is that stress drops are in the 10−100 MPa range, and431

local creep rates are probably lower than 23 mm/yr.432

Eq. 28 provides a physical interpretation for the scaling first observed by Nadeau and

Johnson [1998], eq. 22. A more commonly used form of this expression relates the interseis-

mic slip vplTr to the seismic moment, and can be obtained multiplying both sides of Eq. 28

by vpl. Based on the observations of Nadeau and Johnson [1998] at Parkfield, several stud-

ies have used small repeaters as creepmeters [e.g. Uchida et al., 2003, 2006; Turner et al., 2015;

Materna et al., 2018]. Our expression shows that estimating creep rates from the Parkfield ob-

servations is appropriate, as long as the nucleation length and stress drops are comparable to

Parkfield. Since
√
R∞ scales inversely with stress drop (eq. 23), the dependence of Tr on ∆τ

is weak; we can see this from eq. 16, or by combining eq. 23 and 28:

Tr

M
1/6
0

=
2
√
dcbσµ′

πµ′vpl∆τ1/6
(29)

Variations in normal stress, µ′, dc or b, on the other hand, affect the recurrence interval more433

strongly. Therefore, the universal scaling observed by Chen et al. [2007] imply comparable434

fracture energy in the regions considered.435

7.2 Observations near the nucleation dimension436

The existence of a finite nucleation dimension (R∞) introduces a break in self similar-437

ity. While the value of R∞ estimated here is specific to rate-state friction with certain param-438

eters, we expect this result to be general: since the stiffness of a constant stress drop crack is439

inversely proportional to its size, slip on cracks below a critical dimension is aseismic [e.g.440

Ruina, 1983].441

Could this variation in stress drop be observed in nature? The main difference between442

a numerical simulation and real earthquakes is that with simulations we know the asperity di-443

mension. Therefore, when estimating stress drops, the larger fraction of slip released aseis-444

mically on smaller asperities leads to lower stress drops. However, the existence of a finite nu-445

cleation dimension also shortens the distance a rupture propagates before reaching the edge446
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of the asperity. Asperity dimension is commonly estimated from the rupture duration, inferred447

from the corner frequency and assuming an expanding circular crack with constant rupture ve-448

locity [Madariaga, 1977; Sato and Hirasawa, 1973; Kaneko and Shearer, 2015]. For a rup-449

ture starting at r = R∞, the rupture duration will be shorter: in our simulations, it is pro-450

portional to R−R_∞. This may lead to underestimation of the asperity dimension as R→451

R∞, and overestimation of the stress drops. To further complicate matters, the rupture veloc-452

ity is not constant during this phase (since the crack is still accelerating). Therefore, smaller453

asperities have lower average rupture velocity, which may partially counteract the previous ef-454

fect. These results indicate that assuming a circular source expanding at constant velocity may455

lead to large biases in the estimation of source properties at dimensions near R∞. We point456

out that the definition of “earthquake” used here (based on a velocity threshold) probably does457

not accurately reflect the way seismic ruptures are recorded, making it difficult to directly trans-458

late our results into observable variations in source properties. In fact, a similar study by Kato459

[2012b] found constant stress drops for ruptures nucleating at the center, the discrepancy most460

likely explained by the use of a lower velocity threshold (0.01 m/s), which resulted in part of461

the nucleation phase (as defined in the present study) being included in the earthquake. Fi-462

nally, we note that the final phase of the inward creep propagation for events that nucleate near463

the asperity center can result in peak velocities close to vdyn, described in section 5.1. In our464

pseudo-dynamic simulations, these events occurred minutes or hours before the main shock,465

and were significantly smaller; they do however indicate that nucleation due to the convergence466

of a creep front may result in a more complex source-time function than a simple constant stress467

drop crack.468

7.3 Transition between central and lateral ruptures469

Circular sources propagating radially from the center are often used to infer source prop-470

erties for small to moderate earthquakes. However, our results suggest that central ruptures only471

take place on asperities within a narrow range of dimensions (R∞ < R < 2R∞), and should472

therefore be quite rare for repeating earthquakes in nature.473

Studies of rupture directivity for moderate to small events (down to about M3.0) indi-474

cate a prevalence of unilateral ruptures, with no variation with magnitude [Boatwright, 2007;475

Abercrombie et al., 2017; Calderoni et al., 2015]. A transition to central ruptures may occur476

at smaller magnitudes, for which estimating rupture directivity (or lack thereof) is particularly477

challenging.478
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7.4 Observations at largeR/R∞479

Finally, we estimated the minimum asperity radius that can host partial ruptures. While480

the exact dimension of the transition depends on the details of the asperity shape and assump-481

tions in the derivation, the existence of such transition can be understood intuitively. Load-482

ing from the boundary of an asperity creates stress gradients within it, with lower stresses fur-483

ther away from the loading point. Stress increases everywhere with time, until an event can484

nucleate at the edge. If the asperity is large, the rupture will have to penetrate through a more485

extended region of lower stress, where it is more likely to arrest. This can also apply to other486

fault geometries: for example, Rice [1993], Werner and Rubin [2013] and Herrendorfer et al.487

[2015] found a similar transition in 2-D models of faults loaded by creep below the seismo-488

genic zone, and Wu and Chen [2014] observed this transition in 2-D faults loaded from both489

ends. Similar concepts have been invoked to explain rupture arrest in laboratory experiments [Kam-490

mer et al., 2015]. Kato [2014] also observed a similar transition in simulations at constant R491

and variable dc, with low dc resulting in partial ruptures. Moreover, he noted that the recur-492

rence interval scales as
√
dc, in agreement with the prediction from Tfull in eq. B.5 (since Kc ∼493

√
dc, as can be seen from eq. 8 and eq. A.14).494

We demonstrated that the recurrence interval of full ruptures for R & 4.2R∞ is expected495

to scale as Tr ∼
√
R, leading to the moment scaling observed in nature for repeating events:496

it is likely that most of the observed repeaters are in this regime. An interesting question is497

how the occurrence of partial ruptures may affect the degree of periodicity of the system. Par-498

tial ruptures introduce variability in the stress field, not considered in our derivation: for ex-499

ample, a rupture may arrest in a low stress region caused by a previous rupture [Lapusta, 2003],500

or be promoted by the stress concentrations outside its perimeter. These factors may affect not501

only the recurrence interval of full ruptures, but also their slip evolution and observed wave-502

forms, practically determining an upper bound to the characteristic behavior that defines a re-503

peater. We note that the simulation with partial ruptures presents more variability in recurrence504

interval than those without (Fig. 4); however, due to computational costs this simulation only505

produces a small number of full ruptures (3), and we cannot draw strong conclusions. Fur-506

ther studies are needed to verify whether asperities above a certain dimension lose the peri-507

odicity and characteristic behavior. Some indications of periodicity at large R/R∞ can be in-508

ferred from the observed magnitude of repeaters, that can be as large as M4.9−5.0 [Chen509

et al., 2009; Uchida et al., 2012]. Combined with the observation that most events above M3.0510

are unilateral, and therefore in the regime where R > 2R∞, this suggests that asperities as511
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large as 20R∞ can have characteristic, quasi-periodic behavior. An alternative plausible ex-512

planation for this magnitude range may be regional variation in R∞. However, more direct513

evidence comes from the observation of multiple families of repeaters with overlapping rup-514

ture areas [Uchida et al., 2007]: the M4.9 Kamaishi (Japan) repeater experiences interseismic515

partial ruptures, mostly located near its edge (as expected from the crack models presented here).516

Given that most of these partial ruptures are between 2 < M < 3, the Kamaishi repeater517

appears to be an example of a periodic earthquake many times larger than R∞.518

7.5 Slip budget519

Chen and Lapusta [2009] explained the scaling of Tr for small R/R∞ by the increase520

of seismic to aseismic slip ratio with R, as seen in Fig. 13; however, direct measurements of521

the slip partitioning at such small magnitudes have proven challenging. Using borehole strain-522

meter records of small events on the San Andreas fault, Hawthorne et al. [2016] observed that523

the fraction of postseismic slip doesn’t vary significantly as a function of magnitude (note that524

these observations could not determine whether slip occurred within or outside of the asper-525

ity). Based on our models, we expect aseismic slip on the asperity to occur mainly during the526

interseismic and the nucleation phase rather than postseismically. The propagation of the creep527

front on a circular fault is such that the creeping area grows approximately linearly with time528

(it would be exactly linear for the approximated equation of motion given by eq. 10); for a529

constant slip velocity behind the creep front, we thus expect a constant acceleration in mo-530

ment. The total moment released by this process is not more than about a quarter of the to-531

tal moment. The fractional contribution from the nucleation phase, on the other hand, can be532

arbitrarily large (Fig. 13).533

8 Conclusions534

We developed crack models of circular asperities embedded in a creeping fault, and found535

that they successfully reproduce the observed scaling between the recurrence interval and seis-536

mic moment: Tr ∼ M
1/6
0 . The temporal evolution of the creep front eroding an asperity is537

well fit by crack models, allowing us to quantify the contribution from aseismic slip during538

different phases of the seismic cycle.539

Our models make specific prediction on the seismic behavior of asperities as a function540

of their dimension with respect to the nucleation radius R∞. These findings are strictly valid541

for 0.3 < a/b < 0.75: in this range, simulations with the same ratio R/R∞ exhibit the same542
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behavior. For smaller a/b, R∞ should be replaced by 1.7Lb, a better estimate of the nucle-543

ation half-length; while for larger a/b, we observe similar scalings, but more variability in rup-544

ture style and recurrence interval between cycles. We identify a range of asperities over which545

ruptures nucleate from the center (R∞ < R < 2R∞). Even though source models for events546

below M5 often assume central ruptures [e.g. Boatwright, 2007], we expect this behavior to547

be relatively rare due to the narrow range of R/R∞ that exhibit this rupture style. We also548

note that the existence of a finite nucleation size introduces a break in self-similarity, which549

results in a decrease of stress drop with decreasing R. This effect leads to the Tr ∼ M
1/6
0550

scaling for small asperities.551

For larger asperities, the same scaling is not due to variations in stress drop or to aseis-552

mic slip but to the relationship between stress intensity factor and radius. In particular, we find553

that an energy balance argument predicts that full ruptures are possible at Tfull ∼
√
R, and554

hence Tr ∼M1/6
0 . According to our analysis, this criterion explains the recurrence interval555

for asperities above ∼ 4.3R∞. We discuss observational evidence suggesting that the largest556

observed repeater (the M4.9 Kamaishi, Japan repeater) falls into this regime.557

We show that the scaling across all regimes is be approximated by: Tr = 1.6
√
R∞∆τ5/6

µ′vpl
M

1/6
0 .558

The dependence of this expression on the creep rate validates the use of small repeating earth-559

quakes as creepmeters, but also highlights the role of fault properties which can affect the re-560

currence interval measured on different faults.561
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Figure 1. Top: full rupture on a fault of size R = 16Lb (1.3R∞). Color is slip speed; slip is in the x direc-

tion. The time since the arrival of the creep front at r = 0 is indicated; notice the acceleration in panels 1,2

preceding the main event. Bottom left: maximum slip velocity in the VW region vs. time, showing that this

fault experiences periodic seismic ruptures. Numbers refer to the snapshots above. Bottom right: slip history

over 2 cycles. Red lines indicate the seismic phase (v > vdyn); blue and orange lines indicate slip between

the arrival of the creep front and the onset of the seismic phase; black lines indicate interseismic slip.
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Figure 2. Example of a seismic cycle on a fault with R = 38Lb (3R∞). Color is slip speed. Top: seismic

event (panels 1-4) and afterslip (5). Inward propagation of a creep front, and a slip acceleration that does not

reach seismic velocity (8). The time from the onset of the earthquake is indicated. Bottom: maximum slip

velocity in the VW region vs. time, showing seismic and aseismic slip episodes. Numbers refer to the panels

above.
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6

Figure 3. Scaling of Tr with seismic moment from numerical simulations. The y-axis is the time since the

last rupture; we define Tr as the time between consecutive full ruptures. Error bars indicate range of observed

Tr; the large variation for the fifth data point is due to alternation of central and lateral ruptures.
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Figure 4. Scaling of Tr with asperity radius. For aseismic events, we define Tr as the time between peaks

in slip velocity. We denote as “slow slip” brief slow slip events such as those in Fig. 2.
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Figure 5. Top left: Interseismic propagation of creeping front from the edge of the asperity (indicated

by the circle) to the center, estimated from peak stresses. The vertical lines are seismic ruptures. Top right:

Same plot, with the y-axis normalized by asperity radius and the x-axis normalized Eq. 9. The black lines

are the expected propagation of the front (see text), the red dashed line is the approximate solution derived

in Appendix A. Bottom: stress profiles as the creep front propagates inwards. ∆τ1 is the difference between

residual stress after an earthquake (τss(vco) and (τss(vpl)), shown by the horizontal dashed lines. As the

creep front approaches r = 0, the slip velocity exceeds vpl and the stress difference decreases (∆τ2).
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Figure 6. Scaling of Tr with R from the simulation (dots) and crack models (lines). Vertical lines mark the

expected transition between regimes: aseismic to seismic (R∞); central rupture to lateral ruptures (2R∞);

onset of partial ruptures (4.33R∞), while the transitions observed in the simulations are marked at the top.

Tnucl and Tfull are calculated from eq. 13 and 16.
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Figure 7. Top: Cycles for asperities with R/R∞ = 1.26 and variable R and a/b, showing slip velocity

and shear stress. For a/b = 0.75 and 0.85 the main quake (reaching the edge of the asperity) is preceded

by brief fast slip. For a/b = 0.85, the velocity reached by the subsequent event (and determining the stress

at the beginning of the following cycle) alternates between ∼ 10−4 − 10−3m/s (event marked as 1) and

∼ 0.1m/s (event marked as 2). Fast events have a higher stress drop. Bottom: maximum slip velocity vs. time

normalized by T0 (from eq. 13). Note the period-2 cycle for a/b = 0.85, due to the alternation of seismic and

slow events: fast events, with a higher stress drop, are followed by longer cycles.
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Figure 8. Scaling for asperities in the partial ruptures regime (R/R∞ ≥ 8), with fixed b and variable b− a.

(a) Simulated cycles, with different rupture styles: partial ruptures (crosses), full ruptures that start with con-

cave “horseshoe” shape (triangles), and convex full ruptures (circles). (b) Scaling expected from the classic

argument: Tr ∼ R∆τ ∼ R(b − a) (top), and from the Kl ≥ Kc argument (Tr ∼
√
Rb). The simulated

events have different stress drops but the same fracture energy (from eq. A.14), so the Kl ≥ Kc argument

predicts that they should fall on the same line.
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Figure 9. (a) Slip profiles for central ruptures with respect to the slip at the boundary at the onset of a rup-

ture. Thick lines are the final slip distribution, dotted lines are the slip when the slip speed reaches vdyn (i.e.

at the start of an earthquake). (b) Slip profiles at the end of a seismic event, with lengths normalized by R∞.

(c) Stress drops in the simulations (dots) and expected from eq. 19, which takes into account the aseismic nu-

cleation phase (dotted line). Stress drops are normalized by ∆τ = 4.2 MPa, which is the stress drop derived

from the slip profile in the simulations and the expected limiting value as R� R∞.
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Figure 10. Scaling of Tr vs. M0. Tnucl and Tfull from eq. 13, 16 and the seismic moment from eq. 19.

Transitions between rupture styles are determined by R/R∞, not moment: depending on physical properties

(a,b and σ) they would occur at different magnitude thresholds.
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Figure 11. Average slip on the asperity during the cycle for the fault with R = 16Lb. δx are labeled as in

Eq. 20.
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Figure 12. Average slip on the asperity during the cycle for the fault with R = 50Lb.620

Figure 13. Left: slip budget estimated from eq. C.1, C.3 and C.4, normalized by the slip deficit on an

asperity with R = R∞. Right: Fraction of seismic to total slip. Circles indicate the ratios observed in simula-

tions; the black line is eq. 21, assuming that ∆τ in eq. C.4 is the same as in eq. C.1, C.3. The grey area shows

the range obtained allowing the stress drop during nucleation to differ from the stress increase during creep

propagation (∆τnucl = [0.7− 1.3]∆τcreep).
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Figure 14. Combination of creep rate, stress drops and nucleation lengths required to satisfy the scaling

observed at Parkfield according to eq. 28. Each line shows creep rate vpl as a function of stress drop ∆τ for

a particular value of R∞. The parameters chosen by Chen and Lapusta [2009] resulted in R∞ ∼ 83 m and

∆τ ∼ 4 MPa, and the authors inferred a creep rate of 4.5 mm/yr (smaller than the value of 23 mm/yr used

by Nadeau and Johnson [1998]). This interpretation is shown by the ellipse marked “CL2009”. Bars at the

top indicate seismological estimates of stress drops: Abercrombie [2014] (A2014, Parkfield, showing only

well constrained values); Imanishi and Ellsworth [2006] (IE2006, Parkfield, with the entire range shown

by the dotted line and one standard deviation by the thick line). Uchida et al. [2007] (U2007, offshore Ka-

maishi, Japan, with the dot marking the value for the Mw4.9 repeater and the bar marking values estimated

for smaller events). The shaded area indicates plausible values of parameter combinations, based on observed

stress drops and nucleation lengths inferred from the small observed magnitudes (see text).
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A: Creep front propagation637

In order to slip at the loading velocity, the stress behind the crack tip must increase from

the residual stress after an earthquake τss(vco) to the steady-state value at the creep rate τss(vcr).

In the simulations, we note that this is close to the loading rate vpl, and for simplicity here

we assume vcr = vpl. The crack can therefore be approximated by superimposing a stress-

free end-driven crack and a crack with a spatially uniform negative stress drop ∆τ = τss(vpl)−

τss(vco). Neglecting the contribution from fracture energy, the length of the crack a(t) is de-

termined by the condition that the total stress intensity factor vanishes, or

Kl(t, a) = K∆τ (a) (A.1)

where Kl is the SIF due to displacement at a ≥ R, which we assume to grow linearly in time638

(S = vplt). The propagating creep front can be treated as an annular crack driven by edge639

displacement, which grows in response to a increase in the displacement boundary condition640

(analogous to the 2-D case analyzed by Mavrommatis et al. [2017]). We consider an annular641

crack with outer radius R and inner radius a(t).642

A.1 Annular Crack643

For simplicity, throughout this work we employ results for stress intensity factors for Mode-

I cracks; for Mode-II or Mode-III cracks, the stress intensity factors vary by a factor of or-

der 1. Closed form solutions for the stress intensity factors for an annular crack with fixed slip

at r = R are, to our knowledge, not available. Therefore we estimate them numerically, and

validate these solutions by comparing them to analytical results in the limits: a� R and a→

R. Consider an annular crack with inner and outer radii a and R, subject to an axisymmet-

ric stress τ(r). The SIF can be expressed as

K(t, a) =

∫ R

a

τ(t, r)k(r)dr (A.2)

where k(r) is the SIF for a unit ring force at radius r. We evaluate k(r) numerically, using

the method introduced by Clements and Ang [1988]. The stress distribution relevant for edge

loading Kl is

τl(r, t) = τrd(r) vplt (A.3)

where τrd is the stress due to a unit ring dislocation at r = R (Fig. B.2), with slip δ(r, t):644

δ(r, t) =

 vplt r ≥ R

0 r < R
(A.4)
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where t is the time since the last event and vpl the plate velocity. The stress field inside a dis-

location ring is given by [Kroupa, 1960]:

τrd(r) =
µ′vpl t

πR

E (ρ)

1− ρ2
(A.5)

where ρ = r/R, and E(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind, which varies645

from 1 to π/2. It can be verified that this form gives the 1/x singularity in stress as r → R646

and reduces to τrd = µvplt/2R at r = 0. We checked that the numerical solution of Kl(a),647

approaches known solutions for the two limiting cases: the result from Selvadurai and Singh648

[1986] for a� R, and the 2-D solution for a→ R.649

For K∆τ , we assume a uniform (and negative) stress drop (Fig. 5), associated with in-

crease in stress from that after dynamic rupture to steady state friction for creep at v = vpl,

i.e. ∆τ = τss(vpl)−τss(vco). We neglect the acceleration in slip speed (and hence decrease

in K∆τ ) as the slip front approaches the center (seen in the last snapshot in Fig. 5). We use

the approximate solution from Tada et al. [2000]:

K∆τ (l) = ∆τ

√
πl

2
· F
(
l

R

)
, (A.6)

with

F

(
l

R

)
=

1− 0.36 l/R− 0.067(l/R)2√
1− l/R

(A.7)

and l = R − a. Using our numerical solution for Kl(t, a) (obtained through Eq. A.2 and650

A.5) and eq. A.6 into eq. A.1, we obtain the equation of motion for the creep front a(t) shown651

in Fig. 5.652

A.1.1 Calculating Tnucl653

To get an analytical approximation for the time required for the creep front to reach the

center of the asperity, we consider the limit a/R� 1. This is an estimate for the nucleation

time on asperities with central ruptures. For Kl, we note that the stress intensity factor due

to a displacement δ = S for r ≥ R and δ = 0 for r ≤ a and zero stress in between is

equivalent to that imposed by the boundary conditions δ = 0 for r ≥ R and δ = −S for

r ≤ a, since the second state can be obtained from the first by subtracting a rigid body dis-

placement, which generates no stresses. The stress field outside a dislocation ring of radius

a and strength −S = −vplTnucl is [Kroupa, 1960]

τrd(r) =
µ′S

πa

[
K (1/ρ)

ρ
− ρ E (1/ρ)

ρ2 − 1

]
(A.8)
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where ρ = r/a and K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. As 1/ρ → 0,

this becomes:

τrd = −vplµ
′

2a

(a
r

)3

Tnucl (A.9)

for r > a. Since we are estimating the time for the creep front to reach the center of the as-

perity, a(Tnucl) = 0, we have a/R � 1 and can approximate the problem as an external

crack of radius a. Since the displacements at r →∞ for an external crack subject to a field

decaying sufficiently rapidly is null, the boundary condition δ(R) = 0 is automatically sat-

isfied in this limit. The SIF for an external crack subject to a stress field of the form τ(r) =

τ0(r/a)−n (as in eq. A.9) is given by[Sih, 1973], and for n = 3 reduces to

Kl = − 2√
π
τ0
√
a = −vplµ

′
√
πa

Tnucl (A.10)

The stress intensity factor for a constant stress drop (eq. A.6) in the limit a/R→ 0 is given

by [Tada et al., 2000]

K∆τ =
4∆τR

π3/2

√
1− a/R

a
∼ 4∆τR

π3/2
√
a

(A.11)

Neglecting fracture energy, we set Kl = K∆τ and obtain

t0(R) =
4R∆τ

πvplµ′
(A.12)

In the simulations, there is a delay between the arrival of the creep front and the onset654

of an earthquake; depending on R, this is of the order of seconds-hours (Fig. 1), and thus neg-655

ligible compared to the cycle duration. Therefore we take the nucleation time Tnucl equal to656

t0. We can gain some insight into how the asperity dimension affects creep front propagation657

by considering the scaling of Kl and K∆τ . Rewriting eq. A.10 in terms of the non-dimensional658

length ã = a/R, we see that Kl ∼ t/
√
R, a result which, as we demonstrate in Appendix659

B is valid for a crack of any shape within the asperity. Similarly, eq. A.6 shows that K∆τ ∼660

√
R. Therefore, neglecting fracture energy and solving Kl = K∆τ for a given value of ã re-661

sults in t ∼ R, so that when both distance and time are normalized by a factor proportional662

to R, the creep evolution curves collapse as in fig. 5. Fig. 5 also shows that the normalized663

equation of motion is in agreement with the equation of motion calculated numerically.664

A.1.2 Effect of fracture energy665

We include the effect of fracture energy by finding numerical solutions of

Kl +K∆τ = Kc (A.13)
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where Kc is the fracture toughness, which is related to the fracture energy by eq. 8. We em-

ploy the fracture energy for the aging law, in the no-healing approximation and constant slip

velocity vin, as given by [Rubin and Ampuero, 2005]:

Gc =
dcbσ

2

[
log

(
vinθi
dc

)]2

(A.14)

Since the crack is propagating into the locked region, we take θi = t+ dc/vco (from eq. 3,666

with θ̇ ∼ 1 and θ(t = 0) = dc/vco).667

A.2 An approximate solution668

Here we derive an analytical form for the equation of motion of the creep front by treat-

ing the annular crack as an external circular crack and approximating the stress field imposed

by the ring dislocation at r = R. The SIF for an external crack of radius a subject to uni-

form stress between r = a and r = R is [Sih, 1973]:

K∆τ =
2
√
R√
π

√
1− ã2

ã
∆τ (A.15)

with ã = a/R. Note that this differs from Eq. A.11 due to the use of an external crack, as

opposed to an annular crack. Next we approximate Kl as due to a concentrated ring force at

r = R, i.e. τ(r) = Pδ(R), where P is a constant; δ(x) is the Dirac delta function, so that

the ring force has the same form as the gradient of the imposed displacement (Eq. A.4). This

approximation assumes that the SIF is dominated by the singularity in the stress field; we note

that for 2 dimensional cracks, these two loading configurations produce exactly the same SIF

(Kl ∼
√
l, where l is the distance between the loading point and the crack tip). The SIF in

this case is Sih [1973]

Kl =
2P√
πR

1√
ã(1− ã2)

(A.16)

Setting P = αvplt (so that Kl is proportional to load point displacement), K∆τ = Kl gives

a(t) = R

√
1− αvplt

R
(A.17)

Further choosing α = ṙc/vpl with ṙc = πµ′vpl/4∆τ matches the condition given by eq. A.12.669

This solution, although not rigorous, is close to the numerical result (Fig. 5).670

B: Estimating Tfull(R)671

Eq. 7 considers the contribution of energy from elastic loading (Kl) as well as stress vari-672

ations within the crack (K∆τ ). In appendix A, we saw that the propagation of the creep front673
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is controlled by both terms. For a seismic rupture, the problem can be simplified by noting674

that we are considering a full seismic cycle, so that the net stress change is null. At t = 0675

(just after a full rupture) the stress in the asperity is low: τ = τss(vco). Interseismically, creep676

outside the asperity raises the applied stress, while frictional strength changes as a result of677

healing as well as creeping on part of the asperity. These interseismic stress changes are re-678

versed during seismic rupture, since the stress behind the seismic crack tip is τ = τss(vco).679

Therefore we can set K∆τ = 0. For this argument to be strictly valid, we should account680

for stress changes on the asperity due to interseismic slip outside the hypothetical growing rup-681

ture. However, for simplicity, here we neglect the contribution from interseismic slip and as-682

sume that the asperity is entirely locked (a good approximation for R� R∞).683

We estimate the stress intensity factor for a rupture nucleating at the edge of an asper-684

ity and propagating into the locked region. For a rupture in 2 dimensions, the stress intensity685

factor is a function of position along the front and it changes as the rupture grows. We con-686

sider the problem of a crack of an arbitrary shape growing within an asperity.687

Rice [1989] developed a theory for calculating stress intensity factors for 2-dimensional

cracks in a 3-D medium. For a crack subject to a stress field σ(x), the stress intensity factor

at position s along the rupture front is given by

Kl(s) =

∫
crack

k(x; s)σ(x)dA (B.1)

with

k(x; s) =

√
2ρ(x)W (x; s)√
π3D2(x; s)

(B.2)

where ρ is the minimum distance between x and the edge of the crack, D the distance between

x and point s along the crack, and W (ρ,D) a non-dimensional factor which takes into account

the crack shape (see Fig. B.1). The terms k(x; s) are weight functions: they depend on the

crack geometry and not on the applied stress. Note that they are a function of position along

the front, and they vary as the rupture grows and potentially changes shape. The applied stress

field σ(x) is determined by the loading conditions on the asperity (i.e. interseismic loading),

and is given by eq. A.5. We can now write the stress intensity factor in terms of non-dimensional

variables ξ = r/R, ρ̃ ≡ ρ/R and D̃ ≡ D/R:

Kl(s) =
µ′vpl t√

R
φ(s) (B.3)

with

φ(s) =

∫ √
2ρ̃(x)W (x; s)√
π5D̃(x; s)2

E(ξ)

1− ξ2
dÃ (B.4)
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where the integration is over the rescaled crack. Note that this term only depends on normal-

ized lengths. As the crack grows and changes shape, the quantities and ρ̃, D̃ and W vary. A

rupture stops when Kl(s) < Kc for all points s which are still within the velocity weaken-

ing region (or after penetrating a short distance into the VS region). For easier notation, we

drop the dependence on s and we simply write Kl < Kc when referring to this condition.

A first order scaling between the stress intensity factor and the asperity size can be derived

by assuming that φ does not depend on R. This implies that rupture evolution is independent

of asperity dimension, i.e. the rupture history on an asperity is simply a rescaled version of

the rupture history on an asperity of a different size. This can be considered an acceptable first-

order approximation given that ρ̃, D̃ must always be in the range [0, 2]. By setting Eq. B.3

equal to Kc we obtain an estimate of the minimum recurrence interval:

Tfull =
Kc

φ

√
R

µ′vpl
(B.5)

and with constant φ we find a square-root scaling between recurrence interval and source di-688

mension.689

To estimate realistic values of Tfull(R), we compute φ numerically for the rupture his-690

tory shown in Fig. B.2, using the values of W (x; s) for an elliptical crack [Wang et al., 1998].691

In this case K varies along the rupture front. For the innermost point along the rupture front692

(P ), we note that the φ has a non-monotonic behavior as the rupture dimension grows: as P693

moves towards the center of the asperity, the stress field near P decreases and so does φ(P ).694

Note that the minimum of K occurs before P reaches the center of the asperity, since φ(P )695

does not depend only on the stress at P but also on the crack size (it increases with crack di-696

mension). The minimum value of φ is 0.76.697

The behavior of stress intensity factor at one point is not enough to determine whether698

the rupture stops. However, this simple model shows that ruptures starting at the edge of an699

asperity and propagating down a stress gradient may encounter a minimum SIF as they grow.700

This may lead to either partial seismic ruptures, or slow slip episodes, depending on whether701

the minimum is encountered before or after reaching the critical nucleation dimension.702
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Figure B.1. Example of a rupture propagating within the asperity, as presented in Rice [1989]. The dimen-

sions relevant to the calculation of stress intensity factors (Eq. B.2) are marked.

703

704

Figure B.2. Stress intensity factor for a rupture nucleating on the side. Left: sequence of elliptical cracks

representing an idealized rupture history. Each ellipse is obtained by shifting the center along the vertical and

matching the asperity curvature at the point of contact. Right: Stress intensity factor and stress field within the

asperity. The stress intensity factor is calculated at point P (left panel). The minimum in φ (0.76) is marked

with a circle, and it corresponds to the dotted ellipse in the left panel.

705

706

707

708

709
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C: Slip budget710

The slip deficit at the time of the first nucleation is given by vplTnucl, and from eq. 13711

we have712

Stot =



4∆τ

πµ′
R R < 2R∞

16∆τ

πµ′
R∞

(
1− R∞

R

)
R ≥ 2R∞.

(C.1)

In order to calculate the average slip from the propagation of the creep front, we need713

to know the slip profile for an annular crack analyzed in section A. While there are simple ex-714

pressions for this problem for 1D cracks, there are no closed form solutions for the annular715

crack. Therefore we use the following approximation: points ahead of the creep front don’t716

slip, and points behind it accumulate slip at a constant rate vcr (which, as discussed earlier,717

is of the order of vpl). At the time of nucleation, the total slip at a point of radius r is vcr (Tnucl − t(r)),718

where t(r) is the time when the front reached r. Approximating this time by the inverse of719

eq. A.17, we obtain720

screep(r) =



4∆τ

πµ′
vcr
vpl

r2

R
R < 2R∞

4∆τ

πµ′
vcr
vpl

r2 − (R− 2R∞)2

R
R ≥ 2R∞,

(C.2)

We integrate this expression to obtain the average slip on the asperity at the time of nucleation:721

Screep =



2∆τ

πµ′
vcr
vpl

R R < 2R∞

32∆τ

πµ′
vcr
vpl

R2
∞
R

(
1− R∞

R

)2

R ≥ 2R∞.

(C.3)

To constrain vcr/vpl, we consider the initial phase of the creep front propagation, when the722

annulus can be treated as a 1D crack. As shown in Fig. C.1, the average slip within a stress723

free crack driven by a slip boundary condition is the same as that of a linear slip profile given724

by constant slip rate vcr = vpl. However, the (negative) stress drop crack that cancels the725

stress intensity factor contributes negative slip, equal to half of the average slip for the stress726

free crack. Therefore we match the correct average slip in the annulus by setting vcr = vpl/2;727

vcr should be thought of as an average slip velocity.728

Finally, we consider the slip accumulated during the nucleation phase by treating the nu-

cleating patch as constant stress drop crack of radius R∞ (cf. section 6). The average slip due
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Figure C.1. Slip profile for a stress free crack with a displacement boundary condition; the constant stress

drop crack which negates the SIF from the displacement driven crack; and their combination. The dotted

lines are the slip profiles assuming v = 0 ahead of the crack tip, and v = vcr behind, with vcr = vpl and

vcr = vpl/2.

732

733

734

735

to this crack embedded within an asperity of radius R is given by

Snucl =
16∆τ

7πµ′
R3
∞
R2

(C.4)

Assuming, as done before, that the stress drops during nucleation and creep propaga-729

tion have the same absolute value, ∆τ is the same in eq. C.1, C.3, C.4, and these values dif-730

fer only by factors containing R and R∞.731
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